Abstract-Object-Oriented Databases (OODBs) can provide persistence for object-oriented applications without using an object-relational mapping layer. In this work, we propose a novel Self-Adjusting Multi-granularity Locking protocol (SAML), for OODBs which has less overhead and provides better concurrency compared to some existing protocols.
INTRODUCTION
Concurrency control is one of the most important parameters for measuring the performance of an OODB and hence it is a significant research issue. Locking is the most commonly used concurrency control mechanism. However, in object-oriented applications a very large number of objects can be involved and the overhead can be significant when locks are used. Severe performance degradation can occur if the wrong locking granularity is chosen. Here, we propose SAML to improve the degree of concurrency while minimizing the locking overhead.
II. DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF SAML
In a database, the finer the granularity the more parallelism is enabled. However, this will increase the locking overhead. Conversely, a coarse granularity unit leads to fewer locks and thus less overhead. However, with coarse granularity we get less concurrency. We propose that it would be best if the database management system could provide a variety of granularity units depending on the requirements of different transactions. Our SAML protocol chooses an appropriate locking granularity according to the needs of the transaction. SAML is an optimistic locking protocol and it uses conservative two-phase locking to avoid deadlocks.
A. Explicit and Implicit Locks
An explicit lock is one that is explicitly requested by and IS granted to a transaction directly. An implicit lock is 
B. Soft Locks
In SAML, a soft lock on any level of the hierarchy indicates the presence of an explicit lock somewhere down the hierarchy.
C.
Lock Modes in SAML
SAML uses three kinds of locks: Instance, class and class hierarchy locks. All the lock modes in SAML are either shared, exclusive or variations of these two lock modes.
In SAML an instance can be locked either in shared (IS) 
D. Lock Compatibility Matrix
Two locks of the same or different modes on one object are considered compatible if they can be granted 832 concurrently for different transactions. Based on our proposed lock modes, the compatibility matrix is shown in Table I . A "Y" means a lock request can be granted. An "N" means we have a conflicting lock request and a lock will not be granted. A "D" denotes de-escalation of the new lock.
'De-escalation' means going to a finer granularity. A "DD" means de-escalation of both the existing and requested lock. 
E. Main components ofSAML
1) Class Inheritance Graph(CIG)
A CIG is used to track the soft locks as they propagate recursively upwards in the class hierarchy to the root. Transaction ID, the set of target resources along with the intended lock mode, the current resource locked and the mode of the lock.
3) Transaction List
In SAML, this is a list of the transactions that are currently in the system. Each entry of the list has a Transaction ID, the set of locks held by the transaction, the set of instances to be locked and the lock mode.
F. Rules for Requesting Locks
Before locking an instance with an IS or IX lock, we search the lock SAML needs only n locks which is linear and thus significantly less. The larger the lock table size, the more the space and time complexity will increase.
A. Experiments and Results

IV. CONCLUSIONS
We propose a self-adjusting multi-granularity locking protocol, SAML, which maximizes the parallelism of transactions while keeping the locking overhead as low as possible. SAML is capable of significantly reducing the locking overhead in comparison to AMGL. SAML works best when the workload is high in the system and transactions are long-lived and thus is of greater importance and use in object-oriented applications.
SAML assumes single inheritance in the system and does not consider composite objects separately from primitive objects. Furthermore, we have not considered the effects of any schema modifications in SAML. These issues can be addressed in future work.
